
Level Up

Berner

Sheesh
Yeah, I'm on another level, hmph
Yeah, I'm on another level, I'm on another level
Yeah, I'm on another level, level up

A couple men on my porch with machine guns (Blam)
This money is dirty, I need to clean some (Clean some)
A trustworthy man, I never seen one
Twelve-hundred dollar kicks, so cream got my teeth numb (Yeah)
Phone in the microwave when we chop (Chop)
We get a better price now when we shop (When we shop)
Crib on the hill, big palm trees (Big palm trees)
I feel like Rafa in his field and it's all me (It's all mine)
Twenty-three acres by the freeway
My phone ringin' crazy, Cali dry and we need weight (Need it)
Diplomat, yeah, I'm good everywhere I go (Everywhere)
Bosses greet me with gold watches and a envelope (Thank you)
The jewelry all custom-made, no stock pieces (Pieces)

Man, they in the game for the wrong reasons (For real)
Invest in yourself, you better level up (You better level up)
My foot on they neck and I ain't lettin' up
Outstanding debts, they better settle up (They better settle up)
Before a little pretty young bitch go and set 'em up (You'll get stripped)
Let 'em eat over there but the rest is us (The rest is us)
I felt a funny vibe in my stomach 'fore I met 'em up (I feel this)
Hatred in his eyes, you can see it clearly
Body language off, I'm feelin' weary
More life, but we don't leave loose ends
The truth is you can't do business with your new friends

Nowadays gotta move around with the metal tucked
'Cause where we from they catch you slippin' and wet you up
Learned at a early age the streets I could never trust

Real hustlers never fall off, we just level up
Nowadays gotta move around with the metal tucked
'Cause the word on the streets is my bread is up
Learned at a early age the streets I could never trust
Real hustlers never fall off, we just level up, yeah

Nowdays I'ma need a better cut (I need more)
Get paid off of bags that I never touched (Never touched)
Black Valentino and a peacoat
Rose gold rope 'round my neck, all from clean dope (Dope)
If we rock, follow protocol
Pick up the phone and call, you know you better hold 'em all (I need 'em all
)
Control the shelf in twelve states
My network is crazy, I wake up and sell weight (And sell weight)
Enterprise started in the garage
Now it's Himalayan salt cave before the massage (Ahh)
Now it's family-style meals with the whole squad
In Kawaii with my dawgs, livin' life, we go large (Go Large)
Flower set in on the AP flawless
We gon' ball regardless, they can't stop us (They can't)
2019 I really leveled up
Word on the streets I'm really breaded up (I'm caked up)
San Francisco, California made me (Yeah)



Shout out to the bitches in the club that really date me
Middle fingers up to the ones that still hate me
This shit crazy, I'm in the Maybach full of ladies (Wassup, baby?)
Six-hour drive back to LA
I ain't reached my peak yet, yeah, but I'm well-paid (I'm papered out)
Well-connected and respected
I had to level up, now they all feel neglected (Haha)

Nowadays gotta move around with the metal tucked
'Cause where we from they catch you slippin' and wet you up
Learned at a early age the streets I could never trust
Real hustlers never fall off, we just level up
Nowadays gotta move around with the metal tucked
'Cause the word on the streets is my bread is up
Learned at a early age the streets I could never trust
Real hustlers never fall off, we just level up, yeah

I'm on another level, yeah, I'm on another level
Mhm, yeah, I'm on another level
I'm on another level, yeah, I'm on another level
I'm on another level
I'm on another level, yeah, I'm on another level
Sheesh
Big money
Big moves, power moves, chess moves
Get it
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